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ITB/SMM/11/2019 “Supply and delivery of 12-lead defibrillator-monitors for the OSCE Special 

Monitoring Mission to Ukraine” 

Questions and answers - Batch 1 

 

Question 1:  

About #2 of Mandatory requirements. "4 trace" – is it 4 parameters (waves of ECG or other) which are visual on 

screen simultaneously? 

Answer: Yes, correct. 

 

 

Question 2:  

About #2 of Mandatory requirements. “tri-mode display monitor/defibrillator/printer" – what does it mean? 

Answer: The device has 3 modes/functions (monitor, defibrillator & printer) 

 

  

Question 3:  

About #4 of Mandatory requirements. “Ability to show quantitative depth and rate in real time, release indicator, 

interruption timer, perfusion performance indicator" - if it's about real time CPR assistance, is it so critical to have 

"quantitative depth"? Or we can offer without this option? 

Answer: Yes, this real-time CPR assistance. It is also necessary to have a quantitative depth indicator as effective chest 

compressions during CPR are now proven to be one of the most critical aspects of CPR. 

 

 

Question 4:  

About #8 Mandatory requirements. Is it potential possibility to have this option or strictly required to include it in 

offer? 

Answer: Strictly required 

 

Question 5:  

About #9 Mandatory requirements. Is it potential possibility to have this option or strictly required to include it in 

offer? 

Answer: Strictly required 

 

Question 6:  

About #10 Mandatory requirements. Is it potential possibility to have this option or strictly required to include it 

in offer? 

Answer: Strictly required 

 

Question 7:  

About #11 Mandatory requirements. Is it potential possibility to have this option or strictly required to include it 

in offer? 

Answer: Strictly required 

 

 

Question 8:  

About #13 Mandatory requirements. Is it potential possibility to have this option or strictly required to include it 

in offer? 

Answer: Strictly required  
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Question 9:  

About #14 Mandatory requirements. "USB cellular modem capable/data transfer capable. Please clarify if we can 

offer device which has another type of data transfer (e.g. WiFi or BlueTooth or GSM or cable connection or via 

compact flesh memory card etc.)? 

Answer: Yes, another type of device for data transfer will be acceptable.    

 

 

Question 10:  

About Optional requirements. Is it strictly requirements or just only to availability of all mentioned options? 

Answer: It would be desirable (but not essential) to have all of the optional requirements.  

 

 

Question 11:  

About #2 of Optional requirements. "DataManagement" – is it Data Management App on PC or Smartphone or 

in Cloud?  

Answer: Yes, data management by any of the mentioned means (an App/iCloud etc).  

 

 

Question 12:  

About #6 of Optional requirements. Can we offer GSM option instead WiFi? 

Answer: GSM option is not acceptable. 

 

 

Question 13:  

About #7 of Optional requirements. Can we offer just only one type: BlueTooth or GSM (which instead of WiFi 

(#6))? 

Answer: Yes, either WiFi or BlueTooth. But GSM option is not acceptable. 

 

Question 14:  

About #7 of Optional requirements. "Battery charging adapters" – is it an external battery charger? But it’s 

requested just only 1 battery which can be charged via internal (built in) charger. Please clarify.  

Answer: We would need power socket ‘plug’ adapters to ensure that the device can be plugged into Ukrainian power 

sockets (for example, a UK plug has 3 pins on it and a Ukrainian one has 2 pins). 


